PreFormed® Niches

The Strength
Behind the Beauty

Waterproof, easy to install
and ready to tile in minutes.

PreFormed Niches unique in-wall
construction can be used throughout the
home for an added accent in foyers,
kitchens, bar areas as well as the shower.
PreFormed Niches one piece construction
and liquid waterproof coating ensure piece
of mind in any application.

PF-301/Square
12" x 12"

PF-304/Wide Combo
12" x 12" x 6"

PF-305/Narrow Combo
8" x 12" x 6"

PF-306/Mega
12" x 20"

PF-308/Soap
8" x 8"

PF-301, 304 & 306 are designed to fit 16" o.c. framing
Nominal dimensions of interior cavity. See Niche Dimension Sheet for exact specs.
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PreFormed® Niches
Niche Installation
One Substrate Layer
Determine desired height of niche and draw level line
between studs on outside of substrate layer.

The Strength
Behind the Beauty Place niche with the bottom of flange centered on the
level line and trace along exterior flange of niche.

Cut along line and remove substrate layer.
Install niche to cross bracing and studs using a
polyurethane adhesive/sealant. FinPan specifies SIKA
brand Sikaflex 11 FC. Silicone should never to be used.
Treat exterior joint with polyurethane sealant to
ensure waterproof integrity.
Install tile using a modified thinset mortar.
Two Substrate Layer
Determine desired height of niche and draw level line
on between studs on outside substrate layer.
Place niche with the bottom of the box centered on the
level line and trace outline of the back of niche box.
Cut through both layers along line and remove layers.
Place niche into opening and trace exterior flanges.
Remove niche and set aside.
Cut through outside layer only and remove "picture
frame" outline.
Install niche using a polyurethane adhesive/sealant.
Treat exterior joint with polyurethane sealant to ensure
waterproof integrity.
Install tile using a modified thinset mortar.
Custom niches available for larger projects.
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